We de ne a variant LKsp of the Gentzen sequent calculus LK. In LKsp weakenings or contractions can be done in parallel. This modi cation allows us to interpret a symmetrical system of mix elimination rules ELKsp by a nite rewriting system; the termination of this rewriting system can be checked by machines. We give also a self-contained strong normalisation proof by structural induction. We give another strong normalisation proof by a strictly monotone subrecursive interpretation; this interpretation gives subrecursive bounds for the length of derivations. We give a strong normalisation proof by applying orthogonal term rewriting results for a con uent restriction of the mix elimination system ELKsp.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give a presentation of several techniques of strong normalisation proofs for sequent calculi like Gentzen's calculi LJ and LK. Gentzen gave in the proof of the Hauptsatz theorem a system of rewriting derivation rules as a cut elimination procedure; he proved that an innermost strategy of reductions, i.e. successive applications of rewriting derivation rules to subderivations containing only one cut, leads to a free-cut derivation in a nite number of steps. Therefore cut elimination procedures are computations of free-cut derivations; a main aspect to understand the computational content of sequent calculi is the de nition of cut elimination systems satisfying con uence and strong normalisation properties. We focus in this work on the strong normalisation properties of cut elimination systems.
We give in section 2 a variant LK sp of the calculus LK. In section 3 we give several cut elimination systems for LK and LK sp . Strong normalisation proofs for this cut elimination systems are investigated in section 4. We observe rst that under additional con uence properties the normalisation by innermost strategy implies strong normalisation; this approach is applied in subsection 4.2 to orthogonal restrictions of the calculi LK and LK sp . We give in subsection 4.3 proofs for strong normalisation by recursive path orderings; one of this strong normalisation proofs is checkable by machine. Gentzen's innermost normalisation property proof is performed by structural induction on a rank associated to derivations; in subsection 4.4 we de ne a rank of derivation which allows us to prove strong normalisation by structural induction. Finally in subsection 4.5 we give strong normalisation proofs by interpretation of the inferences by monotone subrecursive functions on natural number; this interpretations give upper bounds for the number of steps of reductions required to normalise a derivation. We remit the reader to subsections 3.1 and 4.1 for detailed introductions and historical remarks on mix elimination systems for sequent calculi and strong normalisation proofs for such systems.
2 The Calculus LK sp
Preliminaries
We consider a rst order language L without equality with only the connectives : :, _, 9. Formulae of L will be denoted by capital letters, A; B; etc. A formula of L without any occurrence of any connective is called an atomic formula. A multiset of formulae is a nite sequence of formulae modulo permutations. Multisets of formulae will be denoted by capital greek letters, ; ; : : :. The concatenation of two multisets and will be denoted by ; . The set of non null natural numbers will be denoted by N N , natural numbers will be denoted by the letters i; j; k; l; m; n; k i ; k j : : : The multiset of n copies of a formula A will be denoted by A n ; by de nition we admit that A 0 is an empty multiset. The contraction of an empty multiset A 0 is A 0 itself, the contraction of a non-empty multiset A n (with n 6 = 0) is the multiset A. We recall that the degree of a formula A, denoted by jAj is de ned by : jAj = 1 if A is atomic, j:Aj = j9xAj = 1 + jAj; jA _ Bj = 1 + maxfjAj; jBjg :
A sequent is a pair ( ; ) of multisets of formulae, usually denoted by ` , where (resp. ) is called the antecedent (resp. consequent) of the sequent. The sequent`where both antecedent and consequent are empty multisets is called the absurd sequent. An inference is a pair where the rst element is a sequence of sequents called the premisses of the inference and the second element is a sequent called the conclusion of the inference. We notice that the sequence of premisses of an inference can be empty and, in this case, the conclusion is said to be an axiom. An inference is usually denoted by :
sequence of premisses of the inference conclusion of the inference inference name, as in the following example : ; B` ; C`
; B _ C` _ L :
LK Inference rules
We recall Gentzen's calculus LK in order to x the terminology. The LK inference rules on sequents are de ned as follows.
Axiom inference rule -For each atomic formula B of L we have the axiom inference (for which the set of premisses is empty) : B`B Ax ; atomic formulae B of both sides are called introduced formulae by axiom inference.
The left and right existential inference rules : If a variable y is free in a formula B, (and B in this case is denoted B(y)), and is not free in any formula of or , we say that y is an eigenvariable of the formula B in the sequent ; B(y)` and we de ne the left existential inference by : ; B(y)`
; 9yB(y)` 9 L .
If t is any term of the language L, if a variable y is free in a formula B, and if B(y t) denote the substitution of the variable y by the term t in the formula B, we de ne the right existential inference by :
`B(y t); `9yB(y); 9 R . Any such formulae 9yB(y) are called introduced formulae by the former existential inferences.
Capture-avoiding substitution of a variable z by a term t in a formula B is de ned recursiveley by :
if A is an atomic formula then A(z t) is a capture-avoiding substitution, if B(z t) and C(z t) are capture-avoiding substitutions then (:B)(z t) and (B _ C)(z t)
are capture-avoiding substitutions; and if B(z t) is a capture avoiding substitution and x is a variable which not occurs in t then the substitution (9xB)(z t) is capture-avoiding. Capture-avoiding substitutions on left existential inferences satisfy the : Fact 2.1 Given an eigenvariable y of a formula B in the sequent ; B(y)` and given a left existential inference : ; B(y)` ; 9yB(y)` 9 L ; we can rename the eigenvariable y or do a capture-avoiding substitution.
Indeed, if a variable z doesn't occurs in any formula of the inference then z is an eigenvariable of the formula B(y z) in the sequent ; B(y z)` and we have the inference :
; B(y z)`
; 9zB(y z)` 9 L ; if z is another variable than y and t is a term with no occurrence of the variable y, then the captureavoiding substitution of the variable z by a term t given by : (z t); B(z t)(y)` (z t) (z t); 9yB(z t)(y)` (z t) 9 L ;
is also an inference.
Mix inference rules -A mix of a formula A is the following inference :
; A n` 0`Am ; 0 ; 0` ; 0 mix jAj ;
where both numbers n and m can be equal to zero. Such formula A is called principal formula for the mix inference. The multisets of formulae A n and A m are called the eliminated multisets of formulae by the former mix inference; if n = m = 1 the mix inference is also called cut inference.
LK sp Inference rules
The calculus LK sp is a variant of Gentzen LK calculus with the same non structural rules and with two new parallel structural inference rules we immediately de ne.
Parallel structural inference rulesthe weakening inference rules : We add simultaneously one multiset in the antecedent and one multiset in the consequent : ` ; ?` ; ? 0 W ; where both multisets of formulae ? and ? 0 can be empty. if this is the case the weakening inference is said a dummy weakening. the contraction inference rules : We contract simultaneously several multisets ocurring in the ante- 
LK and LK sp Proofs
For the sake of completeness we give in this section a formal de nition of proofs.
The concatenation of two sequences of natural numbers p and q is denoted by p q. The empty sequence of natural numbers is denoted by . Given three sequences of natural numbers p, p 0 and q such that the equality q = p p 0 holds, then the sequence p is said a pre x of the sequence q and is denoted by p pr q and conversely the sequence q is said an extension of the sequence p. The pre x relation pr over the set of sequences of natural numbers is an order relation.
Sequences of natural numbers are denoted by < n 0 ; : : :; n k >. A (non empty) tree T is a set of nite sequences of natural numbers such that if a sequence p belongs to T then any pre x of the sequence p is also an element of T. If n is a natural number and p is a sequence of natural numbers then the sequence p < n > is said a successor of p. The elements of a tree are said nodes or positions. The node of a tree T is said the root of T, and the nodes of maximal length in a tree T are said the leaves of T. A labeled tree by elements of a set S is an application from a tree T to the set S.
Let K be either LK or LK sp . A K-deduction D is a labeled tree by K-inferences domain of which is denoted by T(D) and such that : if a node p is labeled by a K-inference : ` 0` 0 ; then either the position p has no successor in T(D) and then the sequent ` is said an hypothesis of D, either the position p has one succesor p < 0 > in T(D) labeled by an inference conclusion of which is ` ; If a node p is labeled by a K-inference : 0` 0 1` 1 0` 0 ; then p has in T(D) at most two succesors respectively p < 0 > and p < 1 > labeled by inferences conclusion of which are respectively 0` 0 and 1` 1 ; denoting by a natural number among f0; 1g if the sequence p < > is not in T(D) then the sequent ` is said an hypothesis of D. The deduction tree of a K-deduction D is the domain of D; the root of D is labeled by a K-inference conclusion of which is said the conclusion of D. A K-proof of a sequent ` is a K-deduction conclusion of which is the sequent ` and with no hypothesis. The calculi LK and LK sp satisfy the : Fact 2.2 A sequent has an LK-proof if and only if it has an LK sp -proof.
Hence, the calculi LK and LK sp are equivalent. Further under the absence of ambiguity we omit the mention of whether of LK or LK sp calculi within a proof is performed.
If is a proof and we replace the labels of the proof tree, which are inferences, by their respective names we obtain the proof name of , this proof name is represented as a term; if we replace the labels of the proof tree of by their respective conclusions we obtain what Gentzen called proof gures which are the usual representation of proofs in sequent calculi. In the following example we give a proof and its correspondent proof gure and proof name. We adopt the following denominations : a sequent occurs in an inference if it is a premiss or a conclusion of the inference; a sequent occurs in a proof if it occurs in an inference labeling a node of the proof tree of , a formula occurs in a proof if it appears in a sequent occuring in and a variable occurs in a proof if it is a variable of a formula occuring in the proof . The substitution of a variable z by a term t in each formula of a proof is denoted (z t); if each one of this formulae substitutions is capture-avoiding then the substitution (z t) is also said capture-avoiding and satisfy the :
Lemma 2.1 (Capture-avoiding substitution lemma) If is a proof and (z t) is a capture-avoiding substitution then (z t) is a proof; moreover the proofs and (z t) have the same name.
Proof. { By structural induction on the construction of the proof ; the main point is the : Fact 2. we can rename in the eigenvariable y or do a capture-avoiding substitution in ; indeed, this facts hold by the two arguments given thereafter.
If a variable z doesn't occurs in the proof then z is an eigenvariable of the formula B(y z) in the sequent ; B(y z)` and by inductive hypothesis the capture-avoiding substitution 1 (y z) is a proof, hence (y z) is a proof given by : . . . . 1 (y z) ; B(y z)` ; 9zB(y z)` 9 L ; moreover since by inductive hypothesis the proofs 1 and 1 (y z) have the same name then the proofs and (y z) have the same name. Given a term t with no occurence of the variable y and such that the substitution of another variable z than the variable y by the term t in the proof 1 is capture-avoiding, then by inductive hypothesis 1 (z t) is a proof and therefore the capture avoiding substitution (z t) is proof given by :
. . . . 1 (z t) (z t); B(z t)(y)` (z t) (z t); 9yB(z t)(y)` (z t) 9 L ; moreover since by inductive hypothesis the proofs 1 and 1 (z t) have the same name then the proofs and (z t) have the same name.
Remark 2.2 The former lemma allows to identify proofs equals up to bounded variables renaming; henceforth, we will assume this identi cation done.
3 Mix elimination systems
Historical remarks
In his works Gentzen de ned the sequent calculus in order to establish the consistency of logical theories. A logical theory is not consistent if every formula can be deduced from such theory. In particular the LK calculus is not consistent if and only if there is an LK proof of the the absurd sequent`. In fact if each premiss of a non mix inference is not the absurd sequent then the conclusion of the inference is not the absurd sequent. So, to demonstrate the consistency of LK it is su cient to show that for each LK proof of a sequent ` there is an LK proof of this sequent which dont contain any use of a mix inference. For instance Gentzen de ned several proof transformation systems and for each one of those systems he choose a particular strategy of proof transformations and established that the application of this strategy leads to a mix free proof. These results are called normalisation theorems, and the proof transformation systems which satisfy normalisation property are called mix elimination systems. In order to x a terminology for further discussions we distinguish two families of mix elimination systems as follows.
Non symmetrical mix elimination systems : this family contains the mix elimination system de ned by Gentzen in \Investigation into logical deduction" Gen35].
Symmetrical mix elimination systems : this familycontains the mix elimination system de ned by Gentzen in \New version of the consistency proof for elementary number theory" Gen38]. This family consider mix eliminations usually called in the literature cross reductions. Recently the question of the algorithmic meaning of mix elimination systems has been raised. As a contribution on this subject we investigate their strong normalisation properties, (i.e. any strategy of mix elimination leads to a mix free proof); and we establish (sub)recursive upper bounds for the number of transformation steps needed to obtain mix free proofs. The present contribution is in the tradition of the following works :
Dragalin is also strongly normalisable. In 1990 we gave a constructive proof of a strong normalisation theorem for the propositional fragment of the LK-calculus for an orthogonal and con uent restriction of a symmetrical mix elimination system. This proof uses a rewriting representation of mix eliminations and techniques of orthogonal rewriting system; it is based on the fact that if 1 and 2 are two LK-proofs strongly normalisables { unique normal forms of which are respectively denoted by # ( 1 ) and # ( 2 ) { and if a proof mix(# ( 1 ); # ( 2 )) is also strongly normalisable, then the proof mix( 1 ; 2 ) is also strongly normalisable. In Tah92] we gave a new version of this result, using directly a lemma of O'Donnell : An orthogonal rewriting system is strongly normalisable if and only if every innermost reduction strategy terminates. Thus the combination of Gentzen normalisation theorem which stands for any innermost strategy and O'Donnell lemma implies strong normalisation theorem.
In CRS94] Cichon, Rusinowitch and Selhab gave in nite rewriting systems representing classical and intuitionistic sequent calculi and several linear calculi and proved with recursive path orderings strong normalisation theorems for the linear calculi which they considered. In CRS96] they de ned an in nite rewriting system for a symmetrical mix elimination system, without any con uent restriction; the termination of this rewriting system is obtained through a recursive path ordering; they also gave super-elementary upper bounds for the length of rewriting steps for the linear calculi cases. An ongoing research on upper bounds for the strong normalisation of a mix elimination system proposed by Gentzen in Gen38] In this schema the label M n stands for a mix principal formula of which has a degree n, the label L 1 stands for an unary logical rule, the label S stands for a structural rule and labels x and y stand for proof variables (i.e. variables which can be replaced by a proof). This tree transformation can also be expressed as the term rewriting rule :
where a term rewriting rule is a directed equation; which means that substitution in equations are always made in the direction of the arrow. In fact, in order to establish strong normalisation properties of a mix elimination system, we could skip the interpretation of this mix elimination systems by rewriting systems and Thus we associate to each proof a ground term on the signature :
where the symbol has arity zero, the symbols S and L 1 have arity one, and L 2 and each M n have arity two.
Ground terms on F are terms built with the symbols of F without any variable; they are recursively de ned by : Ground terms on F : t ::= j S(t) j L 1 (t) j L 2 (t; t) j fM n (t; t)g n2N N : If V is a set of variables then the set of terms on F is de ned by :
Terms on F: t ::= x 2 V j j S(t) j L 1 (t) j L 2 (t; t) j fM n (t; t)g n2N N : Denoting by jAj the degree of a formula A, by 1 , 2 two LK sp -proof names, we associate to each LK sp -proof name a ground term on F, said a type of in F, this is done through a mapping de ned recursively by : ( 1 ); ( 2 )) (mix jAj ( 1 ; 2 )) = M jAj ( ( 1 ); ( 2 )) Convention : We assume that the type associated to a proof is the type of its name, so if is an LK sp -proof and ( ) is the name of then : ( ) := ( ( )). Now we associate to each LK-proof name a ground term on F, said the type of in F, this is done through a mapping 0 recursively de ned. Moreover we choose to impose that the mapping 0 keeps the same interpretation than for the non structural inference rules (which are common to LK and LK sp ) so that a convenient recursive de nition of 0 is :
Convention : We assume that the type associated to a proof is the type of its name, so if is an LK sp -proof and ( ) is the name of then : 0 ( ) := 0 ( ( )).
Mix elimination and rewriting systems 3.4.1 Interpretation of mix elimination as rewrite rules
In the illustrative example 3.1 of mix elimination rules the subproof of the proof^ has the interpretation : ( ) = M n+1 (L 1 ( ( 1 )); L 1 ( ( 2 ))) ; which is a subterm of (^ ). Once the subproof is replaced by the subproof 0 in the proof^ we obtain a proof interpretation of which is given by replacing a subterm ( ) of the term (^ ) by the subterm :
This replacement is said a reduction of the term (^ ) following the rewrite rule :
So we say that the illustrative mix elimination rule interpretations in the algebra of terms over F follows the former rewrite rule.
We shall de ne a set of mix eliminations E LKsp and associate to them a set of rewrite rules, or rewrite system, R LKsp such that if^ 0 is obtained from^ by a mix elimination then (^ 0 ) is obtained from (^ ) by a reduction following the associated rewrite rule. Hence we say that the interpretation of the mix elimination system E LKsp in the algebra F follows the rewrite system R LKsp . Therefore, a sequence of proofs obtained by successive mix eliminations, ?! 2 ?! ?! m , has an interpretation as a sequence of ground terms, ( ) ?! ( 2 ) ?! ?! ( m ), obtained by succesive reductions following rewrite rules associated to the mix eliminations. Such a sequence is said a derivation of the ground term ( ). Indeed, in order to prove the strong normalisation of the calculus LK sp it is enough to give a mix elimination system such that the associated rewrite system R LKsp terminates.
The system R LKsp
Further, we de ne a mix elimination system denoted E LKsp interpretation of which by satis es the rewriting system, of terms on F, denoted by R LKsp and de ned by the following rules :
Since there are in nitely-many degrees, the system R LKsp is itself in nite. To prove its termination we can use each one of the two methods we present below allowing us to reduce the problem to nite rewriting systems. One of this methods is based on a compactness argument, and the other works by replacing the in nitly many binary symbols M n by a new unique (internal to the signature) ternary symbol M(h; x; y) where h is a natural integer term, while x and y are proof terms; this second method will be said internalizing method.
Compactness Method : the systems R k LKsp
The signature F is a union of nite signatures F k such that the restriction R k LKsp of R LKsp to terms on F k is nite and such that if t is a ground term on F and is any derivation of t by the rewrite system R LKsp , then there is a natural number k such that t is a ground term on F k and is a derivation of t by the rewrite system R k LKsp . This is done by the following argument :
The degree of the principal formula of a mix is also called the degree of the mix inference. We de ne the mix degree of a proof as the maximum of the degrees of mixes which appear in a proof. Each mix elimination of E LKsp transforms a proof into a proof 0 such that the mix degree of 0 is less than or equal to the mix degree of ; thus if is a proof of degree less than or equal to the natural number k 2 N N and if the sequence of proofs, ?! 2 ?! ?! m , is obtained by successive mix eliminations, then the sequence of respective interpretations, ( ) ?! ( 2 ) ?! ?! ( m ), is obtained by following the nite rewrite system R k LKsp which is the restriction of the rewrite system R k LKsp to terms on the signature F k de ned by :
F k := f ; S; L 1 ; L 2 ; fM n =n 2 f1 : : :; kggg :
3.4.4 Internalizing method : the system R 0 LKsp We consider a sorted signature with two sorts, the natural number sort and the proof sort, this signature F 0 is de ned by :
F 0 := f1; s; ; S; L 1 ; L 2 ; Mg ; such that ground terms on F 0 are de ned by :
Natural Numbers Ground terms: n ::= 1 j s(n) ; Proof Ground terms on F 0 : t ::= j S(t) j L 1 (t) j L 2 (t; t) j M(n; t; t) ; and if V is a set of proof variables and V is a set of natural number variables then the proof terms on F 0 are de ned by : Natural Number terms: n ::= h 2 V j 1 j s(n) ; Proof terms on F 0 : t ::= x 2 V j j S(t) j L 1 (t) j L 2 (t; t) j M(n; t; t) : We associate a proof ground term on F 0 to each ground term on F in two steps. 2. We de ne recursively a mapping 00 from ground terms on F to proof ground terms on F 0 by : 00 ( ) := ; 00 (S(x)) := S( 00 (x)) ; 00 (L 1 (x)) := L 1 ( 00 (x)) ; 00 (L 2 (x; y)) := L 2 ( 00 (x); 00 (y)) ; and 00 (M n (x; y)) := M(] ]n ; 00 (x); 00 (y)) :
Under the same assumptions of the illustrative example 3.1 of mix elimination and denoting by 00 the composition of the mapping 00 with the mapping and denoting for the seek of readability : 00 1 := 00 ( 1 ) and 00 2 := 00 ( 2 ); the subproof of the proof^ has the interpretation : 00 ( ) = M (] ]n + 1 ; L 1 ( 00 1 ); L 1 ( 00 2 )) ;
which is a subterm of 00 (^ ). Once the subproof is replaced by the subproof 0 in the proof^ we obtain a proof interpretation of which by 00 is given by replacing a subterm 00 ( ) of the term 00 (^ ) by the subterm :
n + 1 ; L 1 ( 00 1 ); 00 2 ) ; M (] ]n + 1 ; 00 1 ; L 1 ( 00 2 )))) :
This replacement is a reduction of the term (^ ) following the rewrite rule :
where the symbol h is a natural number variable, and the symbols x and y are proof variables. So we say that the illustrative mix elimination rule interpretations in the algebra of term F 0 follow the former rewrite rule. Actually, the interpretation by 00 of the mix elimination system E LKsp follows the rewriting system on proof terms on F 0 denoted by R 0 LKsp and de ned by :
where the symbol h is a natural number variable, and the symbols x, y and z are proof variables.
The Symmetrical mix elimination system E LKsp
In this section we propose a mix elimination system E LKsp such that its interpretation in the algebra of terms on F follows the rewriting system R LKsp and hence its interpretation in the algebra of terms on F 0 follows the rewriting system R 0 LKsp . This mix elimination system E LKsp is based on a mix elimination system proposed in Pab90] and is in the tradition of those considered in Gen38], Gir87], GLT89], Tah92], Gal93] and CRS96]. We show in a further section that the set of transformations given in this section is exhaustive, which means that each mix inference with non mix inference premisses occurring in a proof matches at least one left hand side of a mix elimination rule. We point out also in this section that a mix inference can match more than one rule and the well known fact that a proof may have several normal forms.
Active and passive premiss inferences
Following Gentzen the left premiss inference in a proof interpreted by M n ( ; y), M n (L(x); y) or M n (L(x 1 ; x 2 ); y) is said active premiss inference if a formula introduced by the axiom inference or by the logical inference L is eliminated by the mix inference interpreted by M n ; otherwise the left premiss inference is said a passive premiss inference. Active and passive right premiss inferences are de ned in the same way . For example in a proof :
. . . the left premiss inference : L is passive and the right premiss inference : R is active.
In this section we decorate interpretations of axiom and logical inferences with asterisks indicating when mix premiss inferences are active or passive. For instance the decorated interpretation in F of the former example is : M n+1 (L 1 ( ( 1 )); L 1 ( ( 2 ))). We remark that this decoration is external since we cannot infer the active or passive character of a mix inference premiss from the proof name.
3.5.2 Exhaustivity of the mix elimination system As usually, the mix elimination rules belonging to E LKsp are classi ed as follows. Immediate reductions -The mix inference can be substituted by non mix inferences; this is the case if both of the mix premisses are active axioms or one of the mix premisses is a passive axiom. The decorated interpretation of these cases are : M 1 ( ; ), M n ( ; y) and M n (x; ).
Commutative reductions -The mix inference can be permuted with one of the premiss inferences; this is the case if : either one of the mix premisses is a structural inference, the decorated interpretation of this cases are M n (S(x); y), and M n (x; S(y)); or either one of the mix premisses is a passive logical inference, the decorated interpretation of this cases are M n (L 1 (x); y), M n (x; L 1 (y)), M n (L 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ); y) and M n (x; L 2 (y 1 ; y 2 )).
Symmetrical essential reductions -Both mix premisses are logical active inferences. The decorated interpretation of this cases are : M n (L 1 (x); L 1 (y)) and M n (L 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ); L 1 (y)). We point out that the symmetrical nature of the sequent calculus LK sp is implemented in the mix elimination system E LKsp by the fact that the performance of a mix elimination of a mix inference with one active logical premiss requires the other premiss to be also active; whence the symmetrical quali cation of E LKsp . Any non mix free LK-proof can be reduced by a mix elimination rule belonging to E LKsp ; this is a consequence of the : Fact 3.1 The mix elimination system E LKsp is exhaustive. Proof. { Any mix inference employed in a proof, and such that neither of its premisses are mix inferences, matches at least one of the mix elimination rules belonging to E LKsp ; indeed, either : one of the mix premisses is an axiom inference and then we proceed by immediate reduction, or one of the mix premisses is a structural inference or a passive logical inference and then we proceed by commutative reduction, or both mix premisses are active logical inferences and then we proceed by symmetrical essential reduction. We remark that if a mix inference with two non mix inference premisses has an active axiom inference premiss and the other mix premiss is not an axiom inference then it must be either a structural inference or a passive logical inference, since axiom inferences are restricted to atomic formulae. }
In the next subsections we give the mix eliminations which constitute E LKsp and their interpretations in F by rewriting rules belonging R LKsp .
Immediate reduction
We consider the following cases :
Active Axiom premiss inferences -A proof decorated name of which is M 1 ( ; ) and given by :
A`A mix jAj ; is replaced by A`A Ax:
A`A W ;
where the weakening is a dummy weakening.
Cases M n ( ; y) and M n (x; ) -A proof decorated name of which is M n ( ; y) and given by :
A`A Ax ; ?; 0` ; ? 0 ; 0 W the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule : M n (S(x); y) ?! S(M n (x; y)). For proofs decorated name of which is mix(x; W(y)) we de ne by symmetry a mix elimination rule interpretation of which follows the rewriting rule : M n (x; S(y)) ?! S(M n (x; y)). Contraction premiss inference -A proof decorated name of which is mix(C(x); y) and given by :
. (lm) ; ; 0 C the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule : M n (S(x); y) ?! S(M n (x; y)). For proofs decorated name of which is mix(C(x); y) we de ne by symmetry a mix elimination rule interpretation of which follows the rewriting rule : M n (x; S(y)) ?! S(M n (x; y)). Passive negation premiss inference -A proof decorated name of which is mix(: L (x); y) and given by : is replaced by a proof :
. . . . 2 0`( C) m ; 0 ; 0`B ; ; 0 mix jCj ;
; :B; 0` ; 0 : L the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule : M n (L 1 (x); y) ?! L 1 (M n (x; y)). For proofs decorated name of which is mix(: R (x); y) we de ne a mix eliminationrule interpretation of which follows the same former rewriting rule. For proofs decorated name of which is mix(x; : R (y)) or mix(x; : L (y)) we de ne by symmetry mix elimination rules interpretation of which follow the rewriting rule : M n (x; L 1 (y)) ?! L 1 (M n (x; y)).
Passive disjonction premiss inference -A proof decorated name of which is mix(_ L (x 1 ; x 2 ); y) and given by :
. ; 0`B _ C; ; 0 _ R the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule : M n (L 1 (x); y) ?! L 1 (M n (x; y)). For proofs decorated name of which is mix(x; _ L (y 1 ; y 2 )) or mix(x; _ R (y)) we de ne by symmetry mix elimination rules interpretations of which follow one of the rewriting rules :
or M n+1 (x; L 1 (y)) ?! L 1 (M n+1 (x; y)) : Passive existential premiss inference -A proof decorated name of which is mix(9 L (x); y) and given by : where by the equivalence of proofs up to bounded variable renaming (c.f. remark 2.2) we can assume without loss of generality that the variable y doesn't occur in the proof 2 ; and given a variable z which not occurs in then by the capture-avoiding substitution lemma (y z) is a proof, so we can replace the proof by the proof :
. . . . 1 (y z)
; (C) k ; B(y z)` . . . . 2 0`( C) m ; 0 ; 0 ; B(y z)` ; 0 mix jCj ;
; 9zB(y z); 0` ; 0 9 L the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule : M n (L 1 (x); y) ?! L 1 (M n (x; y) ). For proofs decorated name of which is mix(9 R (x); y) we de ne a mix eliminationrule interpretation of which follows the same former rewriting rule. For proofs decorated name of which is mix(x; 9 R (y)) or mix(x; 9 L (y)) we de ne by symmetry mix elimination rules interpretation of which follow the rewriting rule : M n (x; L 1 (y)) ?! L 1 (M n (x; y) ). 
Active existential premisses -A proof decorated name of which is mix(9 L (x); 9 R (y)) and given by :
. where 0 1 is a proof obtained by renaming the bounded variables in 1 by new variable names which dont occur in the proof ; thus by the capture-avoiding substitution lemma 0 1 (x t) is a proof of the sequent ; (9xB) n ; B(x t)` and has the same name as 1 . Therefore the interpretation of this reduction follows the rewriting rule :
3.6 The symmetrical mix elimination E LK A mix elimination system E LK for the sequent calculus LK is obtained by a modi cation of the system E LKsp following the criteria given thereafter :
Structural premiss mix elimination rules of E LK are particular cases of the structural mix elimination rules of E LKsp . Non structural mix elimination rules of E LK are abtained by replacing in the non structural mix elimination rules of E LKsp the use of parallel structural rules by several applications of structural rules in E LK . For example, the mix elimination rules in E LKsp interpreted by the rewriting rules :
M(h; x; ) ?! S( ) ; M (s(h); L 2 (x; y); L 1 (z)) ?! S (M (h; M (s(h); y; L 1 (z)) ; M (s(h); L 2 (x; y); z))) ; have to be replaced by mix elimination rules in E LK interpreted by the in nite sets of rewriting rules :
fM(h; x; ) ?! S k ( )g k2N N ; fM (s(h); L 2 (x; y); L 1 (z)) ?! S k (M (h; M (s(h); y; L 1 (z)) ; M (s(h); L 2 (x; y); z)))g k2N N :
The mix elimination system E LK is interpreted by the in nite rewriting rule system denoted by R 0 LK and given by the proof terms rewriting rules over the signature F 0 :
fM(h; 3.7 Ambiguity of the mix elimination systems E LK and E LKsp
The mix elimination rules in the system E LKsp are not exclusives, a mix inference occuring in a proof can t with several of them. Indeed, up to symmetry we have the following ambiguous patterns :
If the interpretation of a proof matches one of the former ambiguous patterns then we can replace this proof following either : a left side mix elimination rule -this is the case if the left-hand side of the associated rewriting rule is among the terms : M n ( ; y), M n (S(x); y), M n (L 1 (x); y) or M n (L 2 (x; y); z); or a right side elimination rule -this is the case if the left-hand side of the associated rewriting rule is among the terms : M n (x; ), M n (x; S(y)), M n (x; L 1 (y)) or M n (x; L 2 (y; z)).
We notice that the mix elimination system E LK is also ambiguous and has the same ambiguous patterns as the mix elimination system E LKsp .
Moreover this ambiguity is not removed by the mix elimination system E LKsp , for example a proof interpretation of which matches the term M n (S(x); L 1 (y)) can be reduced in two di ernt ways :
where the terms L 1 (S(M n (x; y))) and S(L 1 (M n (x; y))) are not equals up to successive mix eliminations. Thus, the mix elimination system E LKsp is not con uent (where, denoting by R the transitive closure of a binary relation R over proofs, the binary relation R satisfy the con uence property if for any triplets of proofs , 1 and 2 such that the relations R 1 and R 2 are satis ed there is a proof 3 such that the relations 1 R 3 and 2 R 3 are also satis ed).
An arbitrarily way to avoid the ambiguity of the mix elimination systems E LK and E LKsp is to give priority in the application of mix elimination rules to the left side mix elimination rules over the right side mix elimination rules. Such restrictions are said left-priority restrictions of the mix elimination systems E LK and E LKsp , denoted respectively by E l LK and E l LKsp , and are de ned by the criterion : if a proof can be replaced following either a left side or a right side mix elimination rule then the replacement must follows the left side mix elimination rule.
In the section 4 we show that E l LK and E l LKsp are con uent and strong normalising.
Strong normalisation proofs 4.1 Introduction
Given a mix elimination system E for a K-calculus. A redex is a proof which can be replaced following a mix elimination rule. If the subproof j p (at position p) of a proof is also a redex then j p is said the redex at position p of the proof . A subproof of which is also a redex is said a redex^ of the proof ; an innermost redex^ of a proof is a minimal redex (with respect to the subdeduction order) of , thus any proper subproof of an innermost redex is mix free. A reduction (respectively innermost reduction) of a redex^ in a proof is the replacement in the proof of the redex^ (respectively innermost redex^ ) following a mix elimination rule;
denoting by 0 the proof obtained once replaced^ in we say that the proof is reduced by E to the proof 0 ; this reduction relation is denoted E 0 . As usually we denote by E the re exive and transitive closure of the relation E. A proof is E-normal if it cannot be reduced by E.
Given a mix elimination system E for a K-calculus. An E-derivation, respectively innermost E-derivation, of a proof 0 or sequence of E-reductions, respectively innermost E-reductions, is a sequence of K-proofs P =< 0 ; : : :; n ; : : : > such that for each successive K-proofs i and i+1 of P the relation i E i+1 holds. A proof is strongly E-normalisable if all its E-derivations are nite. An E-normalisation, respectively innermost E-normalisation, is a E-derivation, repectively innermost E-derivation, < 0 ; : : :; n ; : : : > such that n is an E-normal proof. A mix elimination system E is con uent if for each triplets of K-proofs , 0 and 00 such that E 0 and E 00 there is a K-proof 000 such that 0 E 000 and 00 E 000 ; so a con uent mix elimination system The proof is done by induction on the lexicographic order on (jAj; j 0 j; j 1 j) (given by the degree of the mix formula A, the size of the proof 0 and the size of the proof 1 ). } to prove the strong normalisation of E LK ; we apply it in section 4.3 to give a nite rewriting system interpretation of E LKsp and hence a totally checkable by machines proof of the strong normalisation of E LKsp . Natural monotone interpretations proofs -This technique de ne monotone homomorphisms from the algebras of proof names ordered by the rewriting system associated to mix elimination systems to the algebra of subrecursive function in the Grzegorzyck hierarchy, for a study in subrecursive functions we refer the reader to Rose]; it was used in CRS96] to give subrecursive upperbounds for the lengths of derivations in fragments of the linear calculus; we apply it in section 4.5 to give subrecursive upper bounds for the lengths of E LK and E LKsp derivations.
Strong normalisation of orthogonal restrictions
In this section we apply orthogonal rewriting systems techniques to constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems; we refer the reader to HL92] for a technical study and to Klo90] and DJ90] for reviews on this subject.
Constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems
A proof extends a deduction D if for each common node p of and D the inference which label the node p in is equal to the inference which label the node p in D; informally, a proof extends a deduction D if the deduction D is obtained by erasing subproofs of the proof .
The replaced deduction of a mix elimination rule is the deduction obtained by skipping the subproofs which are copied in the replaced proof; i.e. The replaced deduction of a mix elimination rule is the maximal deduction (with respect to the subdeduction order) which is extended by all proofs that can be replaced following the mix elimination rule . For instance the replaced deduction of the mix elimination rule given in the illustrative example 3.1 is the deduction :
; ( A mix elimination is said a constructor mix elimination if the non root nodes of the replaced deduction are labeled by non mix inferences. A mix elimination system is said a constructor mix elimination system if it is constituted of constructor mix elimination rules. By construction E l LKsp is a constructor mix elimination system. A mix elimination rule is left linear if the non axiom hypothesis of the associated replaced deduction are pairwise di erent; a mix elimination system is left linear if each one of its mix elimination rules is left linear. Two deductions are uni able if they admit a common proof extension. A constructor mix elimination system is orthogonal if it is left linear and there is no two mix elimination rules with the same priority and with uni able mix replaced deductions.
As a consequence of the left-priority we imposed to E l LK and E l LKsp we have the :
Fact 4.1 The mix elimination systems E l LK and E l LKsp are constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems.
Parallel moves lemma
Two sequences of natural numbers are comparable if one of them is a pre x of the other. A sequence P of redexes, of a proof , indexed by their respective positions in the proof is said a sequence of parallel redexes of the proof if their respective positions in are pairwise incomparable. Given two sequences of parallel redexes P and Q , of a proof , we denote by P ? Q the sequence of parallel redexes in P positions of which are not positions of any redex in Q. We remark that a sequence of innermost redexes, of a proof , indexed by their respective positions in the proof is also a sequence of parallel redexes of this proof. A parallel reduction of a proof at a sequence of parallel redexes P is the replacement of each redex in P following a mix elimination rule; this is denoted by ( ; P; 0 ) or P ?! 0 .
Parallel reductions for constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems satisfy a version of the following lemma proved by Rosen Ros73] and extended by G. Huet in Hue80] to orthogonal rewriting systems.
Lemma 4.1 (Parallel moves lemma) Ros73, Hue80] Let E be a constructor orthogonal mix elimination system. For each pair of parallel reductions ( 0 ; Q; 0 0 ) and ( 0 ; P; 1 ) there is a pair of sequence of parallel redexes P 0 and Q 0 such that the following diagram is satis ed : We refer the reader to Hue80] for a proof of this lemma; the only additional delicate point in the adaptation of Rosen and Huet's proof to constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems is the handling of capture-avoiding substitutions performed by existential premisses mix elimination rules. The particular case of the parallel moves lemma when, under the same assumption as in this lemma, the sequences P and Q have both only one redex is the con uence property. Hence, we have the :
Corollary 4.2 The mix elimination systems E l LK and E l LKsp are con uent.
In this work we need only to prove that constructor orthogonal mix elimination systems satisfy the following weaker version of the parallel move lemma. ; (9xB) n ; B(x t)` : We suppose that the bounded variables of 1 and^ 1 are renamed in such a way that the substitutions 1 (x t) and^ 1 (x t ) are capture-avoiding; hence the variablex doesn't occurs in the term t and therefore we have the equality :^ 1 (x t )(x t) =^ 1 (x t)(x t (x t)) : The proof admits at least two possible reductions, either we reduce the redex and obtain the proof 0 given by :
. . . . D1(x t)
; (9xB) n ; B(x t)`
. . . . If we reduce the redex 00 and in the other hand we reduce the innermost redexes^ and^ (x t) in the proof 0 , and since^ 1 (x t )(x t) =^ 1 (x t)(x t (x t)), we obtain the same proof denoted by 000 Proof. { Let ( i ; Q i ; i+1 ) i=0;:::;n?1 be a sequence of innermost reductions such that n is normal. If 0 accept an in nite sequence of reductions, 0 , then by the lemma 4.6 the sequence 1 derived from 0 by Q 0 is an in nite sequence of reductions of 1 . By iterating this processus we obtain an in nite sequence n of reductions of n . }
We remark that the proof of the former proposition is not constructive since it is done by reductio ad absurdum; we refer the reader to Tah94] for a constructive proof of O'Donnell's lemma.
As a corollary of Gentzen's theorem and O'Donnell's lemma we have the :
Proposition 4.1 The mix elimination systems E l LK and E l LKsp satisfy the strong normalisation property.
We remark that the conjunction of the weak parallel move lemma and the strong normalisation property imply the con uence of E l LK and E l LKsp .
Strong normalisation proofs by recursive path orderings
In this section we expose and apply a recursive strong normalisation criterion based on well partial orders theory tools, we refer the reader to Der82, KL80] for the initial studies on this subject or to MZ94] for a new formulation on this matter. Former strong normalisation proofs for sequent calculi by recursive path orderings has been achieved in CRS94,CRS96,DP96]. An order on a set S, denoted by (S; <), is a non re exive transitive binary relation on the set S; the re exive closure of the order (S; <) is denoted (S; ). A nite or in nite sequence (s 0 ; : : :; s i ; : : :) of elements of an ordered set (S; <) is increasing if for each pair (s i ; s i+1 ) of successive elements in the inequality s i < s i+1 holds. An order (S; <) on a set S is a well partial order if every in nite sequence of elements of the set S has an in nite increasing subsequence. An order (S; < 2 ) is an extension of an order (S; < 1 ) if for each pair (t; u) of elments of S such that the inequality t < 1 u holds then the inequality t < 2 u also holds. Extensions of well partial orders satisfy the : Lemma 4.8 (Extension lemma) Every extension order of a well partial order is also a well partial order. Proof. { Given an extension order (S; < 2 ) of a well partial order (S; < 1 ) and given a sequence of elements in S then by the well partial order property of (S; < 1 ) there is an in nite < 1 -increasing subsequence of wich is also an in nite < 2 -increasing subsequence of since (S; < 2 ) extends (S; < 1 ). } Given an ordered set (S; <), the lexicographic order induced by (S; <) on the set of nite sequences of elements of S, denoted by (S ; < lex ), is de ned by : (s 0 ; : : :; s m ) < lex (t 0 ; : : :; t n ) () 9i 0 ; 8i < i 0 s i = t i and s i0 < t i0 :
The lexicograohic order (S ; < lex ) induced by (S; <) satisfy the well known properties : Proposition 4.2 Given a total ordered set (S; <), the lexicographic order (S ; < lex ) induced by (S; <) on the set of nite sequences of elements of S is also a total order. If (S; <) is a well founded order then for each natural number n the restriction of the lexicographic order to nite sequences of length less or equal to n denoted by (S n ; < lex ) is also a well founded order.
A Signature F is a reunion of disjoint sets F n indexed by natural numbers; the arity of elements in the set F n is the natural number n, (we remark that each element of the signature has a xed arity) ; the elements of F which arity is zero are said constants. A signature is said with bounded arities if the set of arities of its elements is bounded. Given a signature F and an enumerable set of variable symbols X, the set of terms T (F; X) over F and X is the smallest set including X and constants such that the term u := d(t 0 ; : : :; t m ) belongs to T (F; X) whenever d 2 F m+1 and each t i belongs to T (F; X), each term t i is said the immediate subterm of coordinate i of the term u and the letter d is said the head of the term u. A term without any occurence of variables is said a closed or ground term over F; the set of ground terms over F is denoted by T (F). Given a signature Fand a set of variables X, the subterm order on terms over F and X, denoted by (T (F; X); /) is de ned recursively by : s / t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) () 9j s / t j or 9j s = t j :
A term s is a subterm of a term t if either s is equal to t either the inequality s / t is satis ed. Subterm orders satisfy the :
Fact 4.2 Given a signature F and a set of variables X, the subterm order on terms over F and X, denoted by (T (F; X); /) is well founded.
The induction on terms using the well founded subterm order is said structural induction. The induction on n-uplets of terms using the lexicographic order on n-uplets of terms induced by the structural order on terms is said the lexicographical structural induction on n-uplets of terms. A useful well partial order for strong normalisation theory of term rewriting system is :
De nition 4.9 (Kruskal order) Kru60] Given an ordered signature (F; <); the Kruskal order induced by (F; <) on ground terms over F, denoted by (T (F); < K ), is de ned recursively as follows : s = f(s 0 ; : : :; s m ) < K t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) () 8 < :
9j s < K t j ; or f < g and 9j 0 < : : : < j m such that 8i s i K t ji ; or f = g and 8i s i K t i ; and 9i 0 s i0 < K t i0 :
This Kruskal order is a well partial order :
Theorem 2 (Kruskal's tree theorem) Kru60] Given a well partial ordered signature (F; <); the Kruskal order (T (F); < K ) induced by (F; <) on ground terms over F is a well partial order.
Finite versions of this theorem turn out to be not provable in arithmetic theory and even in more powerful mathematical theories, for a presentation on this matter see Gal91]; Kruskal's original proof is not constructive for a constructive proof see Wei94].
As a consequence of Kruskal's tree theorem the Kruskal order on ground terms over F admits a total well founded extension de ned by Kamin and Levy :
De nition 4.10 (Lexicographic path order) KL80] Given an ordered signature (F; <); the lexicographic path order induced by (F; <) on ground terms over F, denoted by (T (F); < lpo ), is de ned recursively as follows : s = f(s 0 ; : : :; s m ) < lpo t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) () 8 < :
9j s < lpo t j ; or f < g and 8i s i < lpo t ; or f = g and 9i 0 ; 8i < i 0 s i = t i ; s i0 < lpo t i0 and 8i > i 0 s i < lpo t :
Lexicographic path orderings satisfy the : Proposition 4.3 (KL80) Given a total ordered signature (F; <); the lexicographic path order (T (F); < lpo ) induced by (F; <) on ground terms over F is a total order. Proof. { We prove thereafter transitivity, non re exivity and totality of the relation (T (F); < lpo ). Transitivity -We proceed by lexicographic structural induction on triplets of terms. A triplet of terms (s; t; u) satis es the transitivity if the inequalities s < lpo t < lpo u imply the inequality s < lpo u. Suppose that for each triplet smaller in the lexicographical structural induction order than a triplet (s; t; u) the transitivity holds, we show that the transitivity also holds for (s; t; u). Suppose that s = f(s 0 ; : : :; s m ), t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) and u = h(u 0 ; : : :; u p ) and that the inequalities s < lpo t < lpo u hold; we proceed by case analysis. If there is an immediate subterm t j of t such that the inequality s < lpo t j holds, then the inequalities s < lpo t j < lpo t < lpo u hold; so by inductive hypothesis the inequality s < lpo u is satis ed. If there is an immediate subterm u k of u such that the inequality t < lpo u k holds, we proceed as in the former case. If the former two cases dont hold then necessarily the heads of the terms s, t and u satisfy the inequalities f g h and by inductive hypothesis we establish rst that for each immediate subterm s i of the term s we have the inequality s i < lpo t, and second that the inequality s i < lpo u holds.
{ If the heads of the terms s and t satisfy the inequality f < g then the inequality f < h also holds and since for each immediate subterm s i of s the inequality s i < lpo u holds, then by de nition the inequality s < lpo u is satis ed.
{ If the heads of the terms t and u satisfy the inequality g < h we proceed as in the former case. { If the heads of the terms s, t and u satisfy the equalities f = g = h then we have the following lexicographical inequalities : (s 0 ; : : :; s m ) < lex lpo (t 0 ; : : :; t n ) < lex lpo (u 0 ; : : :; u p ) ; which imply by inductive hypothesis the inequality (s 0 ; : : :; s m ) < lex lpo (u 0 ; : : :; u p ), and since for each immediate subterm s i of the term s the inequality s i < lpo u holds then by de nition the inequality s < lpo u is satis ed.
Non re exivity -We proceed by structural induction on terms. A term t satisfy non re exivity if the inequality t < lpo t doesn't hold. We proceed by reductio ad absurdum; suppose that each immediate subterm s i of a term s is non re exive and that s < lpo s; then we have to discard only the possibility of the existence of an immediate subterm s i of s such that the inequality s < lpo s i holds; if this is the case and since by de nition s i < lpo s then by transitivity the subterm s i also would be non re exive. We notice that this proof of non re exivity is not constructive, since it uses the reductio ad absurdum reasoning; for a constructive proof of the non re exivity, it is enough to prove constructively that the relation (T (F); < lpo ) is well founded, this is done further in the proof of the corollary 4.12 for the particular case of signatures with bounded arities.
Totality -We proceed by lexicographic structural induction on pairs of terms. A pair of terms (s; t) satisfy the totality if either s = t either one of the inequalities s < lpo t or t < lpo s hold. Suppose that for each pair smaller in the lexicographical structural induction order than a pair (s; t) the totality holds, we show that the totality also holds for (s; t). Suppose that s = f(s 0 ; : : :; s m ) and t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) and s 6 = t; we proceed by case analysis. If for some immediate subterm t j of the term t the inequality s < lpo t j holds then by transitivity the inequality s < lpo t also holds. If for some immediate subterm s i of the term s the inequality t < lpo s i holds then by transitivity the inequality t < lpo s also holds.
If the former two cases dont hold then by inductive hypothesis we have for each immediate subterm t j of the term t the inequality t j < lpo s holds and for each immediate subterm s i of the term s the inequality s i < lpo t holds. Moreover :
{ either the inequality f < g holds and then the inequality s < lpo t also holds; { either the equality f = g holds and since the non equality s 6 = t holds there is a least coordinate i 0 such that the respective immediate subterms s i0 and t i0 of s and t are di erent, by inductive hypothesis either the inequality s i0 < lpo t i0 holds and hence the inequality s < lpo t also holds either the inequality t i0 < lpo s i0 and hence t < lpo s also holds. }
As claimed above the lexicographic path orders satisfy the :
Lemma 4.11 Given an ordered signature (F; <); the lexicographic path order (T (F); < lpo ) on ground terms over F is an extension order of the Kruskal order (T (F); < K ) on ground terms over F. Proof. { We proceed by structural induction on terms. Given a term t we denote by < K t < lpo the property asserting that each term s satisfying the inequality s < K t also satis es the inequality s < lpo t. Given two terms s = f(s 0 ; : : :; s m ) and t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ), suppose that for each immediate subterm t j of the ground term t the property < K tj < lpo is satis ed we prove that the property < K tj < lpo is also satis ed; for this suppose that the inequality s < K t holds we prove by cases that the inequality s < lpo t also holds.
If there is some immediate subterm t j of the term t such that the inequality s < K t j holds then, since by inductive hypothesis the property < K tj < lpo is satis ed, the inequality s < lpo t j also holds and so by transitivity the inequality s < lpo t holds. If the heads of the terms s and t satisfy the inequality f < g and there is a subsequence (t j0 ; : : :; t jm ) of immediate subterms of t such that for each coordinate i the immediate subterms s i and t ji of the respective terms s and t satisfy the inequality s i < K t ji then by inductive hypothesis the inequalities s i < lpo t ji < lpo t also hold and so by transitivity the inequality s i < lpo t holds; therefore by de nition the inequality s < lpo t holds.
If the heads of the terms s and t are equals, if for each coordinate i the immediate subterms s i and t i of the respective terms s and t satisfy the inequality s i K t i and if there is a least coordinate i 0 such that : ( ) the immediate subterms s i0 and t i0 of the respective terms s and t satis y the inequality s i0 < K t i0 and ( ) for each coordinate i such that i < i 0 the immediate subterm s i and t i of the respective terms s and t are equals; then : ( ) the inequality s i0 < lpo t i0 holds by inductive hypothesis, ( ) and by inductive hypothesis for each coordinate i the immediate subterm s i and t i of the respective terms s and t satisfy the inequality s i lpo t i < lpo t and so by transitivity the inequality s i < lpo t also holds; therefore by de nition s < lpo t. } As a consequence of Kruskal's tree theorem, the extension lemma and Kamin-Levy proposition we have the :
Corollary 4.12 Given a total well founded ordered signature (F; <); then the lexicographic path order < lpo on ground terms over F is also a total and well founded order.
For the sake of completeness (and constructivity) we give a proof of the former corollary for the particular case of signatures with bounded arities.
Proof. { (For signatures with bounded arities.) A term t is well founded if there is no in nite < lpo -decreasing sequences starting with t, in this case the relation < lpo restricted to terms < lpo -smaller than t is a well founded total order, we denote by (t) the order type of this set. A term t is admissible if each one of its immediate subterms is well founded. We associate to each admissible ground term t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t n ) a rank de ned by (t) = (f; (t 0 ); : : :; (t i )); we remark that since (F; <) is a well founded signature with bounded arity, then the class of ranks of admissible sets is also well founded.
We notice rst that if each admissible set is well founded and since constants are admissible then each term is well founded (a straightforward proof can be done by structural induction); therefore we prove that each admissible term is well founded by induction on the rank of admissible terms. Given an admissible term t = g(t 0 ; : : :; t m ), suppose that each admissible term of rank less than the rank of the term t is well founded, we prove that t is also well founded; for this it is enough to show that each term s satisfying the inequality s < lpo t is well founded, moreover we prove by structural induction that each subterm s 0 of s is well founded.
Initial step -if s 0 is a constant then it is well founded. Inductive step -suppose that s 0 = f(s 0 0 ; : : :; s 0 m ) is a subterm of s such that each immediate subterm s 0 i of s 0 is well founded; since the inequality s < lpo t holds hence the inequality s 0 < lpo t also holds, therefore :
either there is an immediate subterm t j of the term t such that the inequality s 0 < lpo t j holds, since by hypothesis t j is well founded so s 0 is also well founded; either f < g and thus :
(s 0 ) = (f; (s 0 0 ); : : :; (s 0 m )) < lex (g; (t 0 ); : : :; (t n )) ; so by inductive hypothesis s 0 is well founded; either f = g and for each coordinate i such that i < i 0 the equality s 0 i = t i holds, the inequality s 0 i0 < lpo t i0 holds and for each coordinate i such that i > i 0 the inequality s 0 i < lpo t holds thus : Given an order on ground terms (T (F); <) over a (many sorted) signature F, a rewrite system R over ground terms is decreasing if any R-derivation is decreasing with respect to (T (F); <). Roughly speaking :
Therefore, a decreasing rewrite system with respect to a well founded order over ground terms is terminating.
The termination of the rewriting systems R LKsp , R 0 LKsp , and R 0 LK can be achieved by lexicographical path orderings. For instance, the rewriting systems R 0 LKsp , and R 0 LK are decreasing with respect to the total and well founded lexicographical path ordering on ground terms over F 0 induced by the total order on the signature F 0 de ned by :
The termination of the rewriting system R 0 LKsp and for each integer k of the rewriting system R k LKsp is totally chekable by machine. For instance, the rewriting laboratory ORME Les90] checked that each rule in R 0 LKsp is decreasing with respect to the lexicographic path ordering de ned in the former paragraph. We remark that the termination of the rewriting system R 0 LK interpreting the mix elimination system E LK for the sequent calculus LK is not totally checkable by machine since R 0 LK is in nite; nevertheless, the fact that any given rule in R 0 LK is decreasing with repect to the lexicographic path ordering de ned the former paragraph is chekable by machine.
In the next sections we give two direct proofs of termination; the rst one uses the structural induction approach and the second one uses monotone interpretations on the natural numbers and give recursive upper bounds for the length of derivations of a term.
Strong normalisation proof by structural induction
In this section we use the notation t R 0 ?! u when a proof term t is rewritten to a term u by a rule belonging to the rewrite system R 0 LKsp . A nite or in nite sequence = (t 0 ; : : :t i ; t i+1 ; : : :) of proof ground terms over F 0 is an R 0 -derivation of a proof ground term t 0 if for each pair of immediate terms (t i ; t i+1 ) in the sequence the relation t i R 0 ?! t i+1 is satis ed. The set of all R 0 -derivations of a proof ground term t, denoted by (t), is called the R 0 -derivations tree of the proof ground term t. The length of a nite R 0 -derivation = (t 0 ; : : :t n ) is the natural number n.
A proof ground term t is R 0 -strongly normalisable, and we abbreviate by S.N., if there is no in nite R 0 -derivation of t. We notice that by K onig lemma if a proof ground term t is S.N. and since the R 0 -derivations tree (t) is nitely branched then it is also nite; we denote by (t) the least upper bound for the lengths of the derivations of a strong normalising term t.
If two proof ground terms t 1 and t 2 are S.N. and n is a natural number ground term, and denoting by jmj and juj the respective sizes of a natural term m and of a proof term u, the rank of the proof ground term t = M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) is de ned by : if t = M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) then t := (jnj; (t 1 ); (t 2 ); jt 1 j; jt 2 j) : Proposition 4.4 If n is a natural number ground term and t 1 and t 2 are two proof ground terms R 0 -strongly normalisables, then the ground term M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) is also R 0 -strongly normalisable; roughly speaking : If t 1 is S.N. and t 2 is S.N. then M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) is S.N.
Proof. { It is enough to show that if t R 0 ?! t 0 then t 0 is strongly normalisable. We prove this by induction on the rank t of the term t = M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ).
Initial step -if t = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) then the term t satis es the equality t = M(1; ; ) and has a unique reduction : M(1; ; ) R 0 ?! S( ), and S( ) is S.N. Inductive step -inductive hypothesis :
the proposition holds for all terms u = M(m; u 1 ; u 2 ) such that u < lex t . Where < lex is the lexicographical order on (N N ) 5 .
Reduction of a subterm case -if : t = M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) R 0 ?! t 0 = M(n; t 0 1 ; t 2 ) with t 1 R 0 ?! t 0 1 ; since t 1 is S.N. then t 0 1 is S.N. and (t 0 1 ) < (t 1 ); so : t 0 = (jnj; (t 0 1 ); (t 2 ); jt 0 1 j; jt 2 j) < lex (jnj; (t 1 ); (t 2 ); jt 1 j; jt 2 j) = t ; thus by inductive hypothesis t 0 is S.N.
Root reduction case -we consider three generic subcases :
Immediate reductions -if t = M(n; t 1 ; ) and t = M(n; t 1 ; ) R 0 ?! S( ) = t 0 ; then t 0 is S.N.; Permutation reductions -if t = M(n; L 1 (u 1 ); t 2 ) and t = M(n; L 1 (u 1 ); t 2 ) R 0 ?! L 1 (M(n; u 1 ; t 2 )) = t 0 ; since t 1 = L 1 (u 1 ) is S.N. then u 1 is S.N. and (t 1 ) = (u 1 ); so u 0 = M(n; u 1 ; t 2 ) is S.N. by inductive hypothesis since : u 0 = (jnj; (u 1 ); (t 2 ); ju 1 j; jt 2 j) < lex (jnj; (u 1 ); (t 2 ); jL 1 (u 1 )j; jt 2 j) = t ; thus t 0 = L 1 (u 0 ) is also S.N. u 1 )) ; (u 2 ); jL 1 (u 1 )j; ju 2 j) < lex (js(m)j; (L 1 (u 1 )); (u 2 ); jL 1 (u 1 )j; jL 1 (u 2 )j) = (js(m)j; (L 1 (u 1 )); (L 1 (u 2 )); jL 1 (u 1 )j; jL 1 (u 2 )j)
Essential reductions
and u 0 2 is S.N. by the same arguments; so u 0 is also S.N. since : u 0 = (jmj; (u 0 1 ); (u 0 2 ); ju 0 1 j; ju 0 2 j) < lex (js(m)j; (L 1 (u 1 )); (L 1 (u 2 )); jL 1 (u 1 )j; jL 1 (u 2 )j) = t : }
We remark that the induction also works on a rank de ned by :
if t = M(n; t 1 ; t 2 ) then t := (jnj; (t 1 ) + (t 2 ); jt 1 j + jt 2 j) We notice that, since the R 0 LK -derivations tree of a term is not nite, the technique used in the former proof doesn't work for the rewriting system R 0 LK which interprets the mix elimination system E LK ; nevertheless, the E LK -derivations tree of an LK-proof is nite, and using the same technique as in the former proof we can establish the strong normalisation of LK-proofs by E LK -mix eliminations.
Strong normalisation proofs by natural interpretations 4.5.1 Introduction
Weiermann has shown in Wei93] a Cichon claim which states that each nite rewrite system whose termination is proved by a lexicographic path ordering induced by an order over a nite signature yields a subrecursive (multiple recursive) function on the depth of terms which bound the lengths of derivations of terms. A similar and earlier result was achieved by Hofbauer in Hof92]. This bounding functions are de ned recursively in the extended Grzegorczyk-hierarchy; we refer the reader to Ros84] for a study on subrecursive hierarchies. Weirmann's result can be applied to bound the lengths of R 0 LKsp -derivations since the termination of the nite rewriting system R 0 LK on proof ground terms over the nite signature F 0 can be proved by a lexicographic path ordering. Our goal is to obtain directly subrecursive upper bounds using monotone algebraic interpretation tools mainly studied by Zantema in Zan92] .
In this section we use the notation t R 0 ?! u when a proof ground term t over the signature F 0 is rewritten to a proof ground term u over the signature F 0 by a rule belonging to the rewrite system R 0 LKsp . The R 0 reduction ordering is the transitive closure of the relation R 0 ?!. We de ne an homomorphism from the algebra of proof terms over the signature F 0 with the R 0 reduction ordering to the algebra of totally de ned functions on natural numbers with the domination ordering. (We say that a function on natural numbers f, of arity k, dominates another function on natural numbers g of the same arity if for each k-uple of natural numbersñ, the inequality f(ñ) > g(ñ) holds). Such homomorphism is said a monotone interpretation on the natural numbers and an existence proof of such homomorphism is said a termination proof by (monotone) interpretation on natural numbers. In this section we prove the termination for the rewrite system R 0 by a multiple recursive monotone interpretation. for each pair of k-uples (x; y 1 ;z) and (x; y 2 ;z) , if y 1 < y 2 ; then f(x; y 1 ;z) < f(x; y 2 ;z) :
A function f on natural numbers of arity k is expansive with respect to each argument if :
for each k-uple (x; y;z) , y < f(x; y;z) :
It is straightforward that the strict monotonicity property implies the expansiveness property for each function on natural numbers di erent from the identity function.
We remark that since the interpretation on each non constant function is strictly monotone then the mono- (h; x; 1) > 1 + 1 ; (h; 1; y) > 1 + 1 ; (h; x + 1; y) > (h; x; y) + 1 ; (h; x; y + 1) > (h; x; y) + 1 ; (h; x + 1; y) > (h; x; y) + 1 ; (h; x; y + 1) > (h; x; y) + 1 ; (h; x + y; z) > (h; x; z) + (h; y; z) ; (h; x; y + z) > (h; x; y) + (h; x; z) ; (h + 1; x + 1; y + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x + 1; y) ; (h + 1; x; y + 1)) + 1 ; (h + 1; x + 1; y + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x; y + 1) ; (h + 1; x + 1; y)) + 1 ; (h + 1; x + y; z + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x; z + 1) ; (h + 1; x + y; z)) + 1 ; and (h + 1; x + y; z + 1) > (h; (h + 1; y; z + 1) ; (h + 1; x + y; z)) + 1 : If we require the function to be symmetricalwith respect to the second and third arguments, (i.e. (h; x; y) = (h; y; x), then the former set of inequalities can be reduced to the inequalities : (h; x; 1) > 1 + 1 ; (h; x + 1; y) > (h; x; y) + 1 ; (h; x + y; z) > (h; x; z) + (h; y; z) ; (h + 1; x + 1; y + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x + 1; y) ; (h + 1; x; y + 1)) + 1 ; (h + 1; x + y; z + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x; z + 1) ; (h + 1; x + y; z)) + 1 ; and (h + 1; x + y; z + 1) > (h; (h + 1; y; z + 1) ; (h + 1; x + y; z)) + 1 : If we require the function to be also strictly monotone and expansive with respect to each argument then, by the lemma 4.15 stated thereafter, the former set of inequalities can be reduced to the inequalities : (h; x; 1) > 1 + 1 ; (1) (h + 1; x + 1; y + 1) > (h; (h + 1; x + 1; y) ; (h + 1; x; y + 1)) + 1 ;
(2) and (h; x + y; z) > (h; x; z) + (h; y; z) :
Remark 4.14 A monotone interpretation on natural numbers of the mix symbol M for the rewriting system R 0 LK for LK-proofs should satisfy the following variant of the inequalities (1) By expansiveness, the inequality (2) and symmetry we have : (h + 1; x + y; z + 1) (h + 1; x + 1; z + 1)
> (h; (h + 1; x; z + 1) ; (h + 1; x + y; z)) + 1 : } Thus, in order to abtain a monotone interpretation it is su cient to de ne a function strictly monotone and expansive with respect to each argument, symmetrical with respect to the second and third argument and such that it satis es the inequalities (1) to (3). We consider a function from N N N N to N N obtained by the diagonalisation of the function with respect to the second and third variable; i.e. : (n; m) := (n; m; m). For each non null natural number n we de ne the rst section of the function by : n (m) := (n; m). We use exponential notation for the iteration of composition, i.e. : g k+1 := g g k .
We choose an interpretation of proof types decreasing by mix eliminations; so, the lengths of the derivations starting with a proof is bounded by the interpretation 00 ( )] ]; but, if the depth of is d and the mix degree of is n, it is easy to establish, by induction on the depth of proofs, the inequality 00 ( )] ] < d n (1). Therefore :
Lemma 4.21 Given a proof , depth of which is d and mix degree of which is n, the length of the derivations starting with the proof is bounded by d n (1).
For each non null natural number n the function n is primitive recursive; so, for a xed natural number n the lengths of derivations of proofs of mix degree less or equal to n is bounded by a primitive recursive function on the depth of proofs. But we claim that the function dominates the Ackerman function and hence is not primitive recursive. We recall rst the de nitions of Kalmar-exponential function and the Ackerman function :
De nition 4.22 Kalmar-exponential function -is de ned by : exp(m; 0; p) := p ; and exp(m; n + 1; p) := m exp(m;n;p) :
The Ackerman function -is de ned by : Ack(0; y) := y + 1 ; Ack(x + 1; 0) := Ack(x; 1) ; and Ack(x + 1; y + 1) := Ack(x; Ack(x + 1; y)) :
The function is not primitive recursive since it satis es the :
Lemma 4.23 The function satis es the property : 8n 2 N N ; 8m 2 N N ;
(n + 2; m + 2) Ack(n; m) + 2 :
As done in Gir87], it is provable in the primitive recursive arithmetique, that the fast reduction algorithm yields to normal forms, depth of which are a Kalmar-exponential function of the depth and mix degree of original proofs. Cichon, Rusinowitch and Selhab gave in CRS96] Kalmar-exponential upper bounds for the lengths of derivations following mix elimination systems for fragments of the linear sequent calculi. The di culty to obtain the same result for LK-calculi comes from the fact that the presence of the contraction rules seems to require, as done in this work, a nested induction on the degrees of the principal formula of the mix elimination inference. An unpublished work of Pereira seems to adress this issue using a non local mix elimination procedure which follows Gen38].
Conclusion
The use of parallel structural rules and symmetrical mix elimination systems allowed us to give simple proofs of strong normalisation for sequent calculi. We give therafter the main goals achieved in this work.
We adapt Huet's Parallel move lemma and O'Donnell's lemma from orthogonal rewriting systems theory to orthogonal mix elimination systems. We expose classical proofs of the well foundation of lexicographical path orderings (via Kruskal's Tree Theorem); and we give a direct proof, by trans nite induction, of the well foundation of lexicographical path orderings (for the case of well founded total signatures with bounded arities). We apply lexicographical path ordering criteria to prove and check by machine the termination of a nite rewriting system interpreting mix elimination systems. We gave a direct proof (via K onig lemma) of strong normalisation of mix elimination systems, by structural induction on ranks of proofs we de ned. We prove strong normalisation of mix elimination systems by monotone interpretations on natural numbers, this proof is constructive and nitary. Moreover, we gave subrecursive bounds for the lengths of derivations; we prove that this bounds are not primitive recursive; thus it remains the question :
Open Question : Is the strong normalisation of the mix elimination system E LKsp provable in primitive recursive arithmetique?
